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Flammarion Jeunesse
So Many Emotions!
Children's Books

Kochka
Marie Leghima
We all carry in our hearts
a great store of emotions
—waiting like seeds for
the time to germinate.

A Stroll Through…
Un bol de tristesse pour Nour

A BOWL
OF SADNESS
FOR NORA
One morning, Nora finds a kitten outside her window.
Little by little, the 2 of them become friends. But one day,
the kitten doesn't show up. Nora and her father look for it
everywhere, but when they discover that the kitten has gone
back to its owner, Nora bursts into tears.
Stories about emotions for 4- to 6-year-olds, each including
a double page of information for parents from the psychologist Louison Nielmann.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 9 languages:
English, Spanish, Catalan, Basque & Galician, Korean…

Children's Books

IK
SK
Interactive scenes
on every page! Pop ups
and laser cuts inside.

9782081420922 | 2020 | 32 pages | 20x23,5 cm | 8.00 €
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Promenons-nous dans la nuit

A STROLL
THROUGH
THE NIGHT

Night has fallen, and it is time for bed. Inside the house,
a little boy has been tucked in by his mommy. But what
is happening outside at the same time? What are the
animals up to? Frogs, hedgehogs, moths, foxes, and owls
invite the reader to discover the wonder and poetry of their
nocturnal lives.
9782081495098 | 2020 | 34 p | 19x25,5 cm | 15.50 €
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Flammarion Jeunesse
In My Garden
Children's Books

Chapeau d'été

A SUMMER HAT

Children's Books

This series invites parents to read their children stories
from the earliest possible age to encourage them to communicate, express themselves, and start talking. Stories
that can be spoken and sung, or combined with dance and
games, to let you have fun with your new baby, sharing the
sounds, rhythms, and shapes of words.

Les oiseaux de mon jardin

BIRDS
IN MY GARDEN
Children will discover the beauty of nature in this stylish
board book with flaps, specially designed for little hands.

RIGHTS SOLD

9782081495265 | 2020 | 20 pages | 17x21,5 cm | 12.90 €

Published in Spanish
9782081495296 | 2020 | 12 pages | 16x16 cm | 9.95 €

Jo Witek
Emmanuelle Halgand
A literary exploration
of the 4 seasons for newborn
babies.

Adeline Ruel
A new series of picture
books for toddlers.
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Flammarion Jeunesse
Charlock
Children's Books

Charlock
Charlock : Le trafic de croquettes

CHARLOCK

Children's Books

THE GREAT DOG BISCUIT SCANDAL

Sébastien Perez
Benjamin Lacombe
Gang warfare between
cats and dogs—now there's
a challenge for Charlock!

Perched on a roof in New York, Charlock is in discussion
with his friend Claude, a cross-eyed pigeon. Suddenly, down
below, a fight breaks out between a gang of stray dogs and
a group of stray cats. The dogs have accused the cats of
poisoning their dog biscuits, and the Cat Detective has
decided to investigate, determined to discover the truth.
In this second Charlock adventure, a gang of stray dogs
discover a market in poisoned dog biscuits…
A new early reading series by the brilliant duo Sébastien
Perez and Benjamin Lacombe.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 6 languages:
Spanish, Catalan, Basque & Galician, Turkish, Italian
9782081511804 | 2020 | 80 pages | 14x19 cm | 8.00 €

Charlock : La disparition des souris

CHARLOCK

THE DAY THE MICE DISAPPEARED

Sébastien Perez
Benjamin Lacombe
A strange thing has happened
in Paris: Magali the mouse
has disappeared… and
with her all the other mice
in the neighborhood.
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Charlock is a cat. Like all cats, he has many lives. Some
people believe that cats have 9 lives, but that seems highly
unlikely. Everyone knows that cats can’t count! In each
of his lives, Charlock has a new master and spends a
few years with him. It’s something of a lottery: Charlock
NEVER knows who he will be with next! But even more
surprisingly, our furry friend can be born at any time and
anywhere on the planet. It's always a complete surprise!
Charlock ends up wherever destiny decides to take him…
In this first adventure, Charlock’s mouse friend Magali has
mysteriously disappeared…

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 6 languages:
Spanish, Catalan, Basque & Galician, Turkish, Italian
9782081519060 | 2020 | 80 pages | 14x19 cm | 8.00 €
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Flammarion Jeunesse
Detective Tails Series
Children's Books

Grumpy the Cat

Des enquêtes au poil :
Mystères sous la neige

Children's Books

DETECTIVE
TAILS
Anne-Marie Desplat-Duc
Anne Dumergue
Fabien öckto Lambert

9782081512016 | 2020 | 32 pages | 14,7x18,9 cm | 5.60 €

A new series for early
readers about a crimefighting cat-and-dog duo.
Fun and laughter guaranteed!

GRUMPY
THE CAT

THE JOYS OF FAMILY LIFE

TRACKS IN THE SNOW

Mysterious disappearances have been taking place in the
forest: first the fawn’s scarf, then the fox cub’s hat, one of
Mrs. Rabbit’s carrots, and the squirrel’s acorns! And each
time, strange tracks are found in the snow… Called in to
investigate, Inspector Oslo and Miss Kiss follow the thief’s
trail, until they find a bear cub on crutches with one of his
paws in a cast! The baby bear took the animals’ things
without meaning any harm—he just wanted to make a
snowman! Suitable for ages 6 and up.

Pépère le chat : Une famille au poil

Ronan Badel
Follow the adventures
of Grumpy, a cantankerous
but oh-so-lovable cat!
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Grumpy is a big stray cat, who has grown tired of living on
roofs and in abandoned cellars. On the day of his seventh
birthday (making him 42 in human years), Grumpy makes
a big decision: to start a new life, in a house with a garden
and a sofa. Bad luck and a change in the weather lead him
to the home of Pierre, Marion, Louise, and Victor. To begin
with, living together isn't exactly easy—either for them
or for him. Family life requires compromises, and at any
moment harmony can turn to hilarious chaos. Besides,
who would have thought that Grumpy could be allergic to
human hair?
9782081446793 | 2019 | 48 pages | 17x22 cm | 6.95 €
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Flammarion Jeunesse
In My Garden
Children's Books

Tales from Venice
Les insectes de mon jardin

INSECTS
IN MY GARDEN

Children's Books

Found abandoned on a raft soon after their birth, twin sisters Carla and Rosa are taken in by Simonetta and Maestro
Carlo. At a ball that coincides with the twins’ tenth birthday,
Carla disappears. But Rosa is prepared to do anything to
find her!

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Spanish
9782081493926 | 2020 | 12 pages | 16x16 cm | 9.95 €

A new series of picture
books for toddlers.

LOST
IN VENICE
SISTER POWER

Children will discover the beauty of nature in this stylish
board book with flaps, specially designed for little hands.

Adeline Ruel

La cité lagune : Le pouvoir des sœurs

Anne Kalicky
A new series combining
mystery and magic,
and introducing 2 young
and determined female
detectives.
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9782081451131 | 2020 | 152 pages | 14,5x20 cm | 10.00 €
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Flammarion Jeunesse
Sofia's Big Questions
Children's Books

Thierry Lenain
Stéphanie Marchal

Paula's Ball
Maman, papa, il y avait qui avant moi ?

MOM, DAD,
WHO CAME
BEFORE ME?

It's time for Sofia’s parents to rewind the clock and look
at the history of their family—from their own lives to
their parents', who met at school, to those of their greatgrandparents, who were slaves, and all the way back to the
age of knights on horseback, the pharaohs, and cavemen.
Before that, there weren’t any humans on Earth at all, just
animals, and even further back, there was just a black
hole… "And inside that black hole," Sofia decides, "there
was me!" The story of a single family becomes the history
of humanity—and sweeps aside all kinds of prejudices.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages: German, complex Chinese
9782081469174 | 2020 | 32 pages | 20x23,5 cm | 9.50 €

Children's Books

Le ballon de Manon (Tome 7) :
Je rentre en CP

PAULA'S BALL
(BOOK 7)
STARTING FIRST GRADE

Magdalena
Charlotte Roederer
A series specially designed
for children and sure
to delight all beginning
readers!
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Paula has found a ball in a box and is going to play with it
with her brother Jamal. What fun it will be to play ball with
the whole family! Each book in this series offers a fun story
with short, simple sentences and vocabulary designed for
the beginning reader—everything children learning to read
could want!
9782081495562 | 2020 | 32 pages | 15x19,5 cm | 5.00 €
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Flammarion Jeunesse
Sorcery School
Children's Books

Pierre, feuille, ciseaux

ROCK, PAPER,
SCISSORS

Children's Books

SORCERY
SCHOOL
(BOOK 1)

PLAY WITH ME! WITH FLAPS

An entertaining picture book that introduces children to the
game of rock, paper, scissors. A wily little mouse invites
the reader to take part in a game… Five large flaps add a
further layer of excitement to the game and fun to the book.

DREAMWALKER

9782081500662 | 2020 | 32 pages | 20,1x24 cm | 12.00 €

Escoffier Michaël
Karine Bélanger
Are you ready?
1, 2, 3— let's play!

Le collège maléfique (Tome 1) :
Le marche-rêves

Cassandra O'Donnell
Magic and demons combine
in an exciting new series that
readers of Malenfer will love!

Emma Dreamaker is no ordinary girl. She possesses a
mysterious power that she has yet to master. One day, she
is invited to join a very special school. It’s a school where
young witches and wizards learn to control their powers.
But taking part in other people’s dreams proves highly
dangerous—especially when those dreams come true…
Will Emma manage to conquer her demons?

FIND OUT MORE
> 150,000 copies of Malenfer and 30,000 copies
of La Légende des 4 sold
9782081513907 | 2020 | 256 pages | 13,5x21 cm | 11.50 €
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Flammarion Jeunesse
Children's Books

Laurent Seksik
By well known adult fiction
writer Laurent Seksik

La folle épopée de Victor Samson

THE AMAZING
ADVENTURES OF
VICTOR SAMSON
Victor Samson lives in the little village of Mondino. But
Victor is no ordinary boy—he is the son of Jacob Samson,
inventor of Jacobine, a miraculous tonic that can cure
everything from heartache to eczema! After Jacob's sudden death, Victor vows to fulfill his father’s dream: to take
Jacobine to America. Thus begins an extraordinary journey
that will take Victor from Moscow to Beijing, and bring him
into contact with famous people from all across Europe at
the dawn of the 20th century.
9782081522312 | 2020 | 352 pages | 13,5x21 cm | 15.90 €

Children's Books

Alexandre Lacroix
Marie Novion
By the author of the
bestselling series, Dragons,
Father and Son.
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Le Croco Blues Band

THE CROCODILLY
BLUES BAND
Tom lives on his parents’ crocodile farm, and it’s his job
to look after the animals. But what Tom loves more than
anything is music! When he hears 2 crocodiles tapping a
beat and whistling a rhythm, he forms the Crocodilly Blues
Band… When Tom’s father hears about it, he goes crazy and
bans his son from making music, which he thinks is just a
waste of time! But the band gets back together and wows
visitors with Tom's latest songs. In the end, Tom's father is
the Crocodilly Blues Band’s biggest fan!
9782081486195 | 2020 | 32 pages | 24x30 cm | 13.50 €
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Flammarion Jeunesse
The School at the Top of the Hill
Children's Books

Les lettres de Biscotte Mulotte

THE LETTERS OF
MARISSA MOUSE

Children's Books

THE SCHOOL
AT THE TOP
OF THE HILL
(BOOK 1)

This morning at school, the children discover a letter on the
teacher’s desk. It's from Marissa Mouse, who lives in a hole
behind the cupboard. The children are overjoyed and decide
to write back. Thus begins a surprising correspondence.
Included in the book are 6 envelopes with letters from
Marissa Mouse just waiting to be opened. A new, large-format edition with new illustrations makes this Père Castor
classic even easier and more enjoyable to read.

Anne-Marie Chapouton
Lili la Baleine
A story that will spread
the joy of reading and writing.

FIND OUT MORE
> Prevous editions have already sold
over 120,000 copies in France
9782081500624 | 2020 | 32 pages | 22x27 cm | 13.00 €

L'école de la rue qui monte (Tome 1) :
La plus belle des toiles

Hubert Ben Kemoun
Sess
The new “First Reads” series
from Hubert Ben Kemoun!

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
PAINTING IN THE WORLD

During a trip to the art museum, Enzo calls his friends
over to look at a painting: it's of Camille’s mother. The little
girl is confused—she didn’t know it existed, nor the man
who painted it. Fortunately, Rebecca’s mother, one of the
teachers, unravels the mystery for her: When Camille’s
mom was younger, she worked as a model to earn some
money. And Camille’s dad knows all about it, so Camille has
no need to be embarrassed—especially when her mom is
in the most beautiful painting in the world!
9782081505391 | 2020 | 48 pages | 14,7x18,9 cm | 5.95 €
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Non-Violent Communication
Children's Books

Tu es le jardinier de ton cœur :
ou le secret du bonheur

Children's Books

THE SECRET
OF HAPPINESS
OR HOW TO BE THE GARDENER
OF YOUR HEART
Olivier Clerc
Gaia Bordicchia
How to plant goodness
in the garden of your heart.

Pompom the rabbit feels lost. His friend Blaise has played
a mean trick on him. The little rabbit is angry and doesn’t
want to listen to his friends anymore. His mommy kindly
reassures him, and his daddy tells him a secret: Our hearts
are like gardens, and it’s up to us to decide what to plant and
grow in them. We are much happier when we sow seeds
of truth (which bring knowledge) rather than seeds of
falsehood (which lead to fear). Not believing things blindly,
but stopping to think and asking others before facing your
fears—this, as Pompom learns, is the secret of happiness.

Emmanuel Bourdier
An amusing and moving story
of family and friendship.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages: simplified Chinese, Turkish
9782081513686 | 2020 | 48 pages | 18x24 cm | 12.00 €
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Qui dit mieux ?

TOO HIGH
A PRICE
Zoë lives with her mom, her sister, and Jean-Louis, her
dog. A frequent visitor is the bailiff, who takes things away
to cover the family’s debts. But that doesn’t stop them from
enjoying life! This time, however, the bailiff hasn't come to
take away furniture. He has come for Jean-Louis. Zoë and
her family have always just shrugged and smiled, but this
is too much. Jean-Louis is one of them, and there’s no way
he’s going to be auctioned off! With help from her friends,
Zoë prepares to fight to get her dog back.
Inspired by actual events, this story tackles the subject of
poverty with delicacy and humor.
9782081512634 | 2020 | 192 pages | 13,5x21 cm | 13.00 €

